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Let's Talk Turkey

It is November, and for some, thoughts start turning to turkey. A turkey is a 
large, domesticated fowl, traditionally roasted and served at Thanksgiving. It 
is also a slang word for a dud or a poor production. Despite my expertise, 
I've had my share of turkeys that have flown out of my sewing machine. 

Projects that looked great on paper but didn't quite hit the mark in fabric. It 
might be colors that didn't play nicely together or a design that fell short of 
expectations. Some turkeys get abandoned or made into dog beds, and 
some I take the time and effort to try and salvage. 

One such salvage job was an art quilt I 
made for a gallery exhibit at the Japanese 
Garden in Portland, Oregon. The concept was great and involved a 
sort of stylized Yin Yang strip-pieced from dark blue American calicoes 
paired with neutral, earthy-colored silks, and I was going to call it 'East 
Meets West'. To say the results were anti-climactic was an 
understatement. It hadn't taken me long to piece, but those silks were 
expensive, and I didn't want to see them go to waste. After several 
days of critical scrutiny, I decided the overall design was reminiscent of 
water meeting a sandy embankment, so I decided to applique a Koi on 
the blue fabric. This operation stressed the fragile seams on the silk, 
and to my horror, they began pulling apart. My solution was to cover 
those holes with appliqued stepping stones. The resulting quilt looked 
pretty good and sold immediately – project saved!

Around the holidays, Butterball launches a "turkey hotline." Panic-
stricken cooks can call and get advice on cooking their turkey or how to 
salvage their foul fowl. Wouldn't it be lovely to have a quilt turkey 
hotline to call when our quilting projects turn out inedible and we need 
a little "turkey talk"? 
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14 To the Nines
by Cynthia Passaretti
Tiny 9-Patchs marks 
the spot.

30 Floral Surprise
by Bonny Peters
When was the last time 
you made faux Square-
in-a-Squares?

Our Commitment to Our Readers and to Quality
 

Here, at The Quilt Pattern Magazine, we are committed to bringing you top-quality patterns that you can 
depend upon. Our designers are required to have completed their original quilts and to have their patterns 
tested before submitting them to us. Our team of editors (who are all quilters, too!) then format the patterns 
(retaining national spellings) and send them out for testing again. Our testers follow the directions from 
beginning to end, making the entire top (not just a few blocks), including multiple sizes when necessary, to 
ensure that the materials list, directions, illustrations, and templates are all accurate.
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Punch-up your fall quilts 
with vibrant jewel tones 
and enjoy the cooler 
temperatures.
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picturesque mini-quilt to 
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Only two blocks but they 
make more patterns when 
they come together.
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Common Abbreviations:

BA: Baltimore Album
BOM: Block Of The Month
COC: Cream On Cream
EPP: English Paper Piecing
FPA: Freezer Paper Appliqué
FQ: Fat Quarter
HST: Half Square Triangle
LOF: Length Of Fabric
NS: No Steam
OG: On Grain
OTB: On The Bias
PWF: PreWashed Fabric
QST: Quarter Square Triangle
RST: Right Sides Together
SST: Side Setting Triangle
UFO: UnFinished Object
WIP: Works In Progress
WOF: Width Of Fabric
         (from selvage to selvage)
WOW: White On White

Definitions of skill levels:

A beginner must have basic sewing knowledge 
(including how to use a rotary cutter and the ability 
to sew a proper seam allowance) and have made 
at least one quilt.

A beginner/intermediate quilter has more than basic quilting skills 
and the beginning of intermediate skills.

An intermediate quilter must have made several quilts in either 
pieced or appliqué styles.

An intermediate/advanced quilter has more than intermediate 
quilting skills and the beginning of advanced skills.

An advanced quilter will have made many complex quilts. 

Skill Level
Intermediate

Patterns with this symbol have printable 
templates in this month's PDF Templates file.

PDF
Templates
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The Complete Book of Patchwork, Quilting & Appliqué
By Linda Seward
Reviewed by Cynthia Passaretti

Rotary Cutting Basics
By Sarah Ashford
Reviewed by Cheryl Quigley
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Quilted Duffle Bag Class 
and MUCH More!

July 15-22, 2023 
Caribbean Cruise

Quilted Hanger Class 
and MUCH More!

Feb 20-March 5, 2024 
South American Cruise

Call Renee or Carlos Boozer soon to reserve 
your spot and for more details.
(754) 266-0736
cboozer@cruiseplanners.com
www.boozcruiser.net

Baby Lock (Joy) Sewing Machine

Each Quilter will receive

j A Baby Lock (Joy) Sewing Machine

j Three full days of Quilting Classes     
by Instructor Carol Ann Ferrari-Rogers

j A Project Kit

Cost is $375
Additional cost applies for the cruise accommodations.

Quilting Cruise!

https://www.boozcruiser.net
https://www.boozcruiser.net
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